
Machine Learning for Muon Identification at LHCb

Particle identification plays a crucial role in the LHCb experiment. Muon sub-
system in particular offers a fast way to select events that contain muons in
their final state without having to reconstruct the whole event.

The physical idea behind the muon iden-
tification is to draw upon the unique
penetrating power of muons - if a
charged particle was able to pass
through the calorimeter and lead shield-
ing, it is highly likely a muon. Muon sub-
detector consists of 5 sensitive planes
(the first one, M1, is not used).
Upgrade will see M1 removed, some ad-
ditional shielding installed around the
beam pipe, and, most importantly, a 5x
increase in luminosity that makes it im-
perative to update the algorithms to
cope with the increased occupancy [6].

IsMuon
The first step in muon identification is IsMuon – a very fast yet discriminating
algorithm. For Run I it kept muon efficiency in the range of 95-98% and back-
ground rejection to the level of 99% [1].

Given a reconstructed track in the LHCb tracking system, hits in the Muon sta-
tions are searched around the track extrapolation inside Field of Interest (FOI).
FOI is determined from analytical approximation of multiple scattering [2]. If
and only if there are hits in enough stations, IsMuon considers the particle a
muon. The station requirements are determined by momentum:

Muon DLL
• N is the number of stations containing hits within the FOI
• {x,y}closest are the coordinates of the hit closest to the track extrapolation
• {x,y}track are the coordinates of the track extrapolation to the muon stations
• pad{x,y} are the muon pad sizes that determine hit coordinates uncertainty

Run II

• sWeights [9] were not used for training
• background was reweighted to match signal
(P, Pt) spectrum
As features we used the information about the
closest hits:
• hit time
• dT - delta of the hit time read by the vertical
and horizontal strips
• whether the hit is crossed
• space residuals in x, y:

Towards the Run III

Muon efficiency vs pion rejection after applying IsMuon selection, no
kinematic reweighting, 2016 calibration data
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Challenge: there is not enough data with high
number of primary vertices to accurately
emulate the situation after LHCb Upgrade. We
used a reweighting that added more emphasis
on high-nPVs events.

• sWeights used in training (see my talk in Track 2 on Wednesday)
• background was reweighted to match signal (P, Pt) spectrum
• Both signal and background were reweighted by the number of primary ver-
tices

Features:
• Information about the closest hit: space residuals, coordinates, hit time, hit
delta time, whether the hit is a crossed one
• Same information about the hits matched by the χ2 algorithm
• Experimental high-level variables: χ2, cluster sizes, number of clusters
• Momentum and transverse momentum
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The D2 values are calibrated and intergrated to obtain the delta log likelihood.

Work on imporoving this approach by taking into account hits correlations is in
progress using χ2 algorithm [3].

Trained Catboost [7] and Adaboost from TMVA
[8] on 2012 calibration samples

Catboost trained on 2016 calibration samples:

MSerror is the track
extrapolation error
estimated from
multiple scattering

Muon efficiency vs pion rejection after applying IsMuon selection, after
kinematic reweighting, 2016 calibration data

Muon efficiency vs proton rejection after applying IsMuon selection, after
kinematic reweighting, 2016 calibration data

Conclusions
• Machine learning allows to gain significant improvement in the problem of
matching hits to tracks, background rejection at 90% signal efficiency im-
proves from 45% to 79% compared to muDLL on reweighted data after IsMuon
• For Run II conditions using catboost oblivious trees improves evaluation
speed by a factor of 3 compared to TMVA BDT while maintaining higher dis-
criminating power

Why we use catboost?
Its oblivious trees [4] allow to gain a factor from
2 to 20 in evaluation speed compared to regular
trees [5]. We need that for the trigger.

https://indico.cern.ch/event/708041/contributions/3269702/



